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Rust stains left untreated become unsightly       

eyesores, shorten the life of any paint system and 

eventually eat through the painted areas.        

Enviroklean’s simple brush, spray or wipe on 

and rinse off formula is an affordable solution that 

safely removes unwanted staining from a variety 

of surfaces such as steel, concrete and fiberglass. 

Enviroklean®  is a water based stain remover.                    

Applied by brush, spray or roller. Rinse with potable 

water. Work safely, follow label instructions and     

always neutralize with fresh water when stain is          

removed.      

Enviroklean can be used on almost all metals,            

including stainless and aluminum. Enviroklean can 

dull some aluminum. Test for compatibility in a       

non-conspicuous area.                         

After elimination of stains if the surface is to be 

painted, use of alkaline degreaser, i.e. Bullfrog 94166 

should be performed to return surface to base pH. 

If surfaces are to be treated for corrosion control 

i.e. CarWell CP90/Rust Cop, rinsing with water is    

all that is required to halt further cleaning activity   

of Enviroklean® . 

If you wear polycarbonate or glass type lenses,      

Enviroklean® will damage (etch) the lenses should 

Enviroklean® contact the lenses.  

Available in Quarts, Gallons, 5G and 55G  

Go to www.corrosioncops.com 

BUY NOW to find retailers             

Call 676-1963 for more information  

After using Enviroklean Stain Remover            

*Simply brush on Enviroklean - rinse with fresh water 

for an incredibly clean surface.                                   

See video clip on www.corrosioncops.com  

Bonus Product Benefit!                      

Enviroklean® Multi-Purpose Cleaner        

removes brake dust!*                                   

So simple—melts away all that unsightly                                             

and hard to remove grime in seconds.         

Distributed by 

 

   

 (808) 676-1963  

          www.corrosioncops.com 

RUST OCCURS ON METALS —               

But rust staining occurs on all surfaces! 

Before—Clean car but Unsightly BRAKE DUST  



Enviroklean—Sta in Neutra l i zer  and Mult i -purpose c leaner  

Enviroklean® is a ready to use product and can    

be applied by brushing, rolling or spraying.   

Apply product liberally onto stained area and allow  

1-5 minutes until stains fade or disappear. Rinse off 

with fresh  water. Heavily stained areas may require 

more than one application or longer contact time 

before rinsing.   

Do not let product dry. Do not apply to glass or   

polycarbonate surfaces as product will etch surface.       

For use on ceramic tiles, simply pour Enviroklean® 

onto a cloth and apply to the stained surface.            

Note: Left too long on glazed tile may cause glaze to etch. 

For cleaning carpets, simply spray Enviroklean on  

the stain, leave for 5-10 minutes, and then wipe with   

a damp cloth.  As with all chemicals, materials should 

be tested for compatibility in a non-conspicuous area.     

Enviroklean can be used on almost all metals      

including stainless and aluminum.  Enviroklean can 

dull some aluminum—this can be polished out.  

Enviroklean® is a unique formulation designed to  

remove unwanted stains from a multitude of areas.     

Enviroklean® was initially developed to remove 

rust stains caused by crevice corrosion on painted 

metal surfaces and boat hulls; however, more uses 

are constantly being discovered.  

Enviroklean® does not leave a film on the metal 

surface and is not affected by varied temperatures. 

Its ability to remove running rust stains means less           

frequent painting and reduces costs attributed to 

downtime in industrial setting/applications.  

Enviroklean® is a versatile boat and hull cleaner 

that will not harm fiberglass, paint or gel-coat.            

Removes waterline stains, exhaust fume stains and 

running rust stains.     
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Enviroklean® removes rust deposits from stainless 

steel. Removes stains on concrete walls, fiberglass, 

vinyl, metal and other surfaces. Works exceptionally 

well on vehicles, pumps, marine equipment and other 

surfaces exposed to rain and caustic atmospheres. 

Before Quickly lifts stain  
Rinse with water  

After 
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Moana Pacific Roof Top Stainless Steel Control Cabinets 
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Safely removes Red Dirt Stains from Vinyl fencing 

ENVIROKLEAN Stain Remover allows     

surfaces to be cleaned of rust stains without                  

damage to original coatings. 
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For these case histories and more information 
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